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Abstract: Industrialization and urbanization has rapidly advanced in China. Therefore, clarifying
the relationship between industrial agglomeration and environmental pollution resolves questions
if intensive or dispersed development should be adopted for the future Chinese industry or not.
By distinguishing between specialized and diversified agglomeration, this paper adopts the threshold
regression method to investigate the differentiated influence of industrial agglomeration stages on
pollution emission reduction. This was based on panel data from 2003 to 2016 on 285 prefecture-level
cities in China. The result indicates that moderate degrees of industrial agglomeration and suitable
agglomeration modes are conducive for the reduction of pollution emission. From a perspective
of environmental protection, the development of diversified agglomeration is superior to that of
specialized agglomeration. Specifically, a “U-shaped” relationship was found between specialized
agglomeration and environmental pollution, suggesting that the former first mitigated and then
worsened environmental pollution. This staged evolution of diversified agglomeration exerts a
more-complex influence on environmental pollution. The following policy implications have been
proposed: The currently implemented industrial growth pole strategy in China should fully utilize
the “self-purification” effect of agglomeration to achieve energy conservation and emission reduction.
Furthermore, differentiated agglomeration policies should be formulated in response to various
growth poles according to different stages of industrial agglomeration. In addition, efforts should be
made towards creating an interactive early warning mechanism for the spatial distribution of both
economic activities and pollution.

Keywords: industrial agglomeration; threshold regression; self-purification effect; crowding effect;
environmental technology spillover

1. Introduction

The relationship between urban agglomeration and economic growth has not only attracted
attention from academic researchers, but has also become a major policy concern [1–6]. Differing from
localization economies (implying that firms can derive benefits from the presence of same industry
firms in a geographical area), agglomeration suggests that firms can benefit from diversified
economic activities’ geographical concentration in a particular area [7,8]. It refers to inter-industry
externalities with an emphasis on city diversification across different industries and corresponds
closely to the ideas by Jacob (1969), emphasizing the role of regional economies’ diversity [9–11].
While localization economies have received research attention since the contributions of Marshall
(1920), more contributions have been made to urban agglomeration [12–14]. The externality effects
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of specialization and diversification agglomeration are theoretically conducive to the reduction of
production costs and the improvement of innovation capacity, and help further the improvement
of total factor productivity [15–18]. With the gradual perfection of the market economy and the
continuous strengthening of reform and opening-up in China, numerous enterprises have chosen
coastal areas as locations. These companies have followed this strategy to create an agglomeration
effect and reduce transaction cost, thus achieving a more-advanced market economy and raising a
batch of industrial agglomeration belts (Jin, 2015) [19]. Industrial agglomeration plays an active role in
enhancing industrial competitiveness, optimizing resources allocation, and encouraging technological
innovation, and has become an important factor that fuels the rapid growth of the national economy
(Fan et al., 2014) [20].

However, like many countries that are also experiencing an economic transition, and because
of the increased resources consumption caused by the spatial agglomeration of economic activities,
China suffers from air pollution, acid rain, and a series of other severe environmental problems.
According to statistics of the Global Carbon Atlas, as early as 2005, China had already surpassed
the United States as the world’s biggest emitter of carbon dioxide (Global Carbon Atlas, 2017) [21].
Cities are regarded as carriers of economic activities, which also account for approximately 85% of
China’s CO2 emissions (Mi et al., 2016) [22].This suggests that agglomeration constitutes an important
factor in the increase of pollution (Zheng et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015) [23,24]. However, the emission
reduction effect of industrial agglomeration may have played an intangible role (Cole et al., 2008;
Otsuka et al., 2014) [25,26]. For example, during the process of industry transfer, no new “scattered”
distribution of industries is observed, regardless of whether those are introduced or transferred
outward; instead, the government now conducts large-scale pollution control by establishing unified
industry parks. These not only facilitate the sharing of pollution control resources, but also increase
the convenience for centralized environmental regulation by the government. The above two factors
provide an ideal research opportunity, which question if industrial agglomeration has increased emitted
pollution or promoted emission reduction. Considering the rapid advancement of industrialization
and urbanization in China, achieving coordinated development of both economy and environment
is a vital theoretical and practical issue. If industrial agglomeration makes pollution worse (under
environmental and energy restraints), the scientificity of the intensive development pattern of industrial
production must be re-examined; if industrial agglomeration mitigates pollution, this suggests that
industrial spatial agglomeration exerts an inner emission reduction mechanism consistent with the
current policy orientation of the government regarding environmental pollution control (Dengke,
2018) [27]. Apparently, clarifying the relationship between industrial agglomeration and environmental
pollution not only necessitates an investigation into the environmental performance of industrial
development in China for recent years, but also offers an answer to the question as to whether
intensive development or dispersed development should be adopted in future or not.

2. Literature Review

Based on whether the externality of agglomeration originates from the same industry type,
industrial agglomeration can be divided into two modes: specialized agglomeration and diversified
agglomeration. One academic debate in the field of agglomeration literature is related to the question
whether regional specialization within a narrow set of economic activities, or the diversity and variety
of complementary competencies and activities encourage innovation and industrial growth or not.
This widely studied issue, which is especially relevant in the high-technology sector, has been studied
to understand the extent to which knowledge spillovers take place within and across industries.
According to a theory by Marshall-Arrow-Romer, knowledge spillovers, that is, dynamic externalities,
take place within industries. The Marshall-Arrow-Romer model formalizes the insight that
concentration of an industry, namely, specialization in a city, facilitates knowledge spillovers
between firms and therefore innovation and growth in that industry (Feldman et al., 1999) [28].
Regionally specialized industries grow faster because neighboring firms can learn from each other
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much better than geographically isolated firms. Local industry agglomeration may also increase
innovation directly by providing industry-specific complementary assets and activities that may either
lower the cost of supplies to the firm or create greater specialization in both input and output markets
(Feldman, 1999) [29]. The findings of Feldman and Audretsch (1999) support the existence of these
kinds of externalities (Beaudry, 2009; Fan, 2014; Zhu, 2017) [20,30,31].

Another view, traditionally attributed to Jacobs (1969), is that the diversity of industries within a
geographic region, promotes innovative activities in firms (Glaeser et al., 1992) [32]. Externalities are
external to industries but internal to geographic units such as cities. According to this view, the most
important source of knowledge spillovers is external to the industry in which the firm operates
and therefore cities (with many different kinds of industries) are the sources of innovation because
the diversity of these sources is greatest in them (Acs, 2002) [33]. Agglomeration of industries
and the network of specialized suppliers increase innovative opportunities by bringing together
complementary activities and by reducing search costs. Generally speaking, the findings of empirical
literature, provided by Batisse (2002) and Cheng (2014), for instance, are consistent with the presence
of Jacobs-type externalities [34,35]. In some studies, externalities that arise purely from urban
size and density of region (population, establishment, etc.) have been separated from Jacobs
externalities stemming from a variety of sectors (Frenken et al., 2007) [36]. In addition to the above
studies, some other scholars support both MAR and Jacobs externalities. Forni and Paba (2002)
empirically analyzed the effects of industrial specialization and diversification on Italy’s manufacturing
department growth via the employment data of three-digit industries [37]. The result indicates
that the industrial agglomeration effect is vital in regional industrial growth and that industrial
specialization and diversification have a significant facilitating function for most manufacturing
industries. Simonen (2015) pointed out that both moderate specialization and diversification play a
positive role in driving regional economic growth; however, they are subject to influence by the city
scale, agglomeration structure, and other conditions [38]. Yuan (2017) show that MAR externalities
enhance technical efficiency by pulling up pure technical efficiency and accelerate the progress of
technology. Jacobs’ externalities increase scale efficiency and technical progress but decrease pure
technical efficiency [39].

A more recent view of the role of agglomeration externalities is based on the concepts of related
and unrelated industries (Frenken and Boschma 2007; de Groot et al., 2009) [40]. This view shares
the idea of the positive effect of Jacobs-type, inter-sector spillovers. However, the difference is that,
even knowledge spillovers are geographically bound and flow across industries; their effect on regional
growth depends on the extent whether knowledge flows across complementary or non-complementary
industries and sectors. Knowledge flows support regional development only if its industry composition
is such that industries are technologically closely related (Boschma et al., 2009) [41]. A region
specializing in a particular composition of complementary sectors will experience higher growth
rates than a region specializing in sectors that do not complement each other (Frenken et al., 2007) [36].
According to this view, which is in line with findings provided by Boschma et al. (2012), Greunz (2003),
Boschma et al. (2015), and Cainelli et al. (2016), firms and start-ups will or should agglomerate
in regions where technological proximity between the firms is high [42–45]. Frenken et al. (2007)
studied the role of industrial diversification more closely by analysing whether related or unrelated
diversification of industries is rewarding for regional stability and growth [36]. Their results show
that related diversification of industries enhances employment growth and dampens unemployment.
However, they did not find effects of industry relatedness on productivity growth. In case of the
Finnish data, Hartog et al. (2012) found a positive effect on regional employment growth only in a case
of high-technology related variety [46].

In recent years, and with environmental pollution problems becoming gradually more prominent,
industrial agglomeration, as one of the most important economic development patterns, has been
receiving increasingly extensive attention with regard to its environmental externality; however,
no agreement has yet been reached regarding conclusions. One conclusion is that industrial
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agglomeration will increase regional environmental pollution. Due to the agglomeration of economic
activities, the expanding output scale will induce an increase of pollution emission load. Based on an
empirical analysis, Virkanen (1998) suggests that the industrial agglomeration of southern Finland
is an important factor that contributes to both air and water pollution in Finland [47]. Leeuw (2001)
uses data of 200 cities of the EU in his analysis and concludes that a significant correlation exists
between industrial agglomeration and air pollution [48]. Verhoef (2002) adopts a spatial equilibrium
model and reports that industrial distribution leads to environmental pollution in agglomeration
belts [49]. Duc (2007) reports that the water pollution of the Nhue River in Vietnam is mainly
caused by organic carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen, and other elements of industrial waste in the
region [50]. Cheng (2016) used a spatial simultaneous equations (SSE) model to analyze the interaction
between manufacturing agglomeration and environmental pollution. The results indicated that
manufacturing agglomeration aggravates environmental pollution, while environmental pollution
restrains manufacturing agglomeration [51].

Another conclusion is that industrial agglomeration will decrease regional environmental
pollution. Relying on a spillover effect of green knowledge, environmental protection resources sharing,
and similar effects, industrial agglomeration can accelerate environmental innovation, increase energy
utilization efficiency, and thus promote pollution emission reduction. By constructing a spatial
economic growth model, Zeng and Zhao (2009) claim that industrial agglomeration will mitigate the
“pollution haven” effect [52]. Enrenfeld (2003) reports that, in the process of industrial agglomeration,
enterprises present a symbiotic state due to the presence of material exchange, and that based on this,
they can realize the recycling of material resources and thus reduce pollution emission [53]. Wagner and
Timmins (2009) suggest that the agglomeration effect of the chemical industry is an important
factor that elevates the environmental threshold of foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows [54].
Yao (2017) published an empirical study using spatial econometric methods and claimed that industrial
agglomeration had a significant impact on smog pollution, while industrial output agglomeration
reduced it [55]. Effiong (2018) used a semi-parametric panel fixed-effects regression technique and
showed that urbanization reduces environmental pollution [56].

The third view suggests that the relationship between industrial agglomeration and environmental
pollution is still uncertain. The reasons are as follows: On one hand, as previously determined,
industrial agglomeration can have both positive and negative effects on environmental pollution,
while the overall effect depends on variable that dominates. In different stages of economic
development, the relationship between industrial agglomeration and environmental pollution will
vary (Zhang et al., 2015) [57]. On the other hand, many intermediate variables exist, which affect the
relationship between industrial agglomeration and environmental pollution, such as size of the city,
its marketization level, the degree of industrial agglomeration (He et al., 2014), industrial structure,
and technological innovation (Zeng et al., 2009) [52,58].

The above studies indicate that environmental externalities of industrial agglomeration do exist;
however, whether they are positive or negative is still a cause of major differences. This testifies to
the complexity of the relationship between industrial agglomeration and environmental pollution.
On one hand, published studies have verified the differences in the action mechanisms of different
agglomeration modes on resources allocation, industrial structure, and technological innovation;
however, studies on their environmental externalities have not provided more profound discussion
with different agglomeration modes. On the other hand, while analyses of existing studies are mostly
based on a static perspective, the development of industrial agglomeration typically manifests as a
progressive and periodic evolution process, i.e., industrial clusters at different evolutionary stages
have different characteristics and thus may create different environmental externalities. However,
existing publications have not yet analyzed the influence of industrial agglomeration on pollution
emission reduction from a perspective of the dynamic evolution of industrial agglomeration.

Due to these deficiencies of existing publications, this paper attempts to expand their boundaries
by investigating the following aspects: First, theoretically referring to the Copeland-Taylor model
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(Copeland and Taylor, 1994), this paper constructs a theoretical model for the influence of industrial
agglomeration on environmental pollution and takes a closer look at the relationship between
industrial agglomeration and environmental pollution [59]. Second, considering that specialization and
diversification constitute two different modes of industrial agglomeration and that the environmental
externalities of both agglomeration modes feature different creation and action mechanisms, this paper
suggests that investigating the environmental externalities of specialized and diversified agglomeration
separately is particularly important. Third, the “cluster life cycle” theory suggests that clusters at
different stages of their life cycle present different characteristics in terms of resource allocation
efficiency, R&D efficiency, competition degree, public facility construction, and inter-enterprise
cooperation (Jirčíková et al., 2013; Mads and Torben, 2013) [60,61]; therefore, this paper takes the
dynamic evolution of industrial agglomeration into perspective and employs the panel threshold
model to investigate the different pollution emission reduction effects created by the transition
of agglomeration development stages. Fourth, existing studies mostly select a single pollutant
index; however, environmental pollution is a comprehensive effect of multiple pollutants and it
is therefore difficult to reflect the overall status of environmental pollution with a single pollution
index. To comprehensively reflect the overall status of environmental pollution, this paper adopts the
entropy method and constructs a comprehensive index of environmental pollution. Finally, the majority
of studies use provincial regions as the object of their empirical study; however, considering the vast
territory of China, this approach may end up covering the true factors of industrial agglomeration.
In contrast, cities enjoy many advantages in terms of infrastructure, human capital, and other relevant
factors and their industrial agglomeration effect is more obvious. Therefore, adopting data on
prefecture-level cities can better depict the relative contributions of industrial agglomeration to
pollution emission reduction of different cities.

3. Theoretical Model

Based on introducing agglomeration function and referring to the Copeland and Taylor model,
this paper establishes a general linear model to study the influence of industrial agglomeration on
environmental quality. It further introduces the factor of the transition of agglomeration development
stages and extends the linear model into a nonlinear threshold model, so as to differentiate the
differences of such an influence on different agglomeration development stages.

In the existing literature, general equilibrium analysis of industrial agglomeration and
environmental pollution is mostly based on the theory of Taylor and Copeland (1994). The specific
method is to create an expression of enterprise emission level on the basis of the standard
Copeland-Taylor model and introduce agglomeration factors into that expression to construct a
theoretical model and conduct an analysis of related issues.

The basic assumption is that enterprise production needs only elements of capital and labor;
the returns to scale are constant and the production function follows the Cobb-Douglas form;
the product is denoted by X and it discharges pollutant Z. When the delimitation of property rights is
clear, the enterprise needs to pay corresponding cost λ for its pollution emission behavior; in this regard,
in general, rational enterprises would take out part of the production elements to conduct control over
pollution emission. Therefore, it has been assumed that the proportion of the production elements used
in pollution control is γ ∈ [0, 1]. When γ = 0, the enterprise does not conduct any pollution control.
Under this condition, the enterprise’s potential output is F; when 0 < γ < 1, the enterprise conducts
some pollution control, its actual output is X = (1− γ)F, and it will produce pollutants Z = ϕ(γ)F.
ϕ(γ) is a decreasing function of γ and its expression is ϕ(γ) = A−11− γ1/α, where A represents
the production technology, with the parameter α ∈ (0, 1). By substituting ϕ(γ) = A−11− γ1/α into
Z = ϕ(γ)F, and Z = A−11− γ1/αF is obtained, from which the expression of 1− γ can then be
obtained. Substituting it into X = (1− γ)F results in the following:

X = AZα[F(K, L)]1−α (1)
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According to the assumption above, the enterprise will face two mutually independent production
decisions: one is how to choose the optimal capital-labor ratio to minimize the production cost of unit
potential output CF when both capital cost r and wage w is exogenous; the other is how to choose the
optimal pollution emission capacity Z and potential output F to minimize the production cost of unit
product CX under the condition that the cost of pollution emission λ and the production cost of unit
potential output CF are given. The specific formulas can be expressed as follows:

CFw, r = min{rK + wL, F(K, L) = 1} (2)

CX(CF, λ)min =
{

λ(AZ) + CFF, (AZ)αF1−α = 1
}

(3)

The optimal solutions derived from Formulas (2) and (3) are:

TRSKL =
∂F
∂K

/
∂F
∂L

=
r
w

(4)

(1− α)AZ/αF =
CF
λ

(5)

After the above-mentioned production decisions, the enterprise’s pollution emission decision is
then considered completed. Supposing the price of product X is exogenous, denoted by PX, the total
revenue can be obtained from TR = PXX, and the total cost can be obtained from TC = CFF + λAF.
When the market is a perfectly competitive market, the following can be obtained:

PXX = CFF + λAF (6)

From Formulas (5) and (6), the following can be obtained:

Z = αPXX/λA (7)

Industrial agglomeration is to be further discussed in combination with the analysis provided
in the literature review and the preceding part of this paper. At present, the existing externality
theory of industrial agglomeration can be divided into two groups: The externality theory of
industrial agglomeration represented by Marshall proposed the idea that industrial agglomeration
carries an obvious positive economic externality, which is an important source to maintain the
industry’s competitiveness. With the further development of this theory, many scholars found that
industrial agglomeration also carries an obvious positive environmental externality. They elaborated
from the perspectives of the related technology spillover between enterprises, the scale effect of
pollution control, cyclical economy, etc. in the context of collaborative innovation. These scholars
consequently suggested that industrial agglomeration could achieve the effect of environmental
governance. Moreover, some theories introduced the idea that industrial agglomeration can present
negative externality. New economic geography suggests that industrial agglomeration can cause the
phenomenon of overcrowding after reaching a certain degree; consequently, environmental pollution
is one of the reflections of the above-mentioned phenomenon. Therefore, the agglomeration effect
is introduced to the enterprise’s production function and it is assumed that the agglomeration effect
conveys both positive and negative externalities to the enterprises in a region (Wang, 2016) [62].
Under this condition, the following can be obtained:

F(K, L) = ∆(al) f (k, l) = exp(σal)KbL1−b (8)

where, al denotes the regional agglomeration effect; the agglomeration function ∆(al) = exp(σal)
impacts the enterprise’s output through both positive and negative externalities; the symbol of
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parameter σ depends on the degree of the two externalities mentioned above. Substituting Formula (8)
into Formula (7), the following formula can be derived:

Z = ελ−1 A−1exp(σal)kbL1−b (9)

In which ε = α(1− γ)Px. Both sides of Formula (9) are divided by the taken logarithm and the
formula of the discharge capacity can be obtained as follows:

ln Z = ln ε− ln λ− ln A + σal + b ln K + (1− b) ln L (10)

Formula (10) shows that when industrial agglomeration forms, the agglomeration effect
presents both positive and negative externalities on the enterprises in a region. This means that
when the positive externality of the agglomeration effect is greater than its negative externality,
pollution emission is negatively correlated with the agglomeration effect and the positive externality
produced by agglomeration will mitigate environmental pollution. In contrast, when the negative
externality of the agglomeration effect is greater than its positive externality, the increase of the
agglomeration degree will increase pollution emission.

4. Model Specification and Variable Declaration

4.1. Threshold Regression Method

To test the influence of both specialized agglomeration and diversified agglomeration at different
development stages on the heterogeneity of pollution emission reduction, this paper extends the
linear model into a nonlinear model. The traditional method of testing a nonlinear relationship
between variables is to introduce a quadratic term of the core variable; however, this method cannot
describe the staged evolution of industrial agglomeration and thus makes it impossible to analyze
nonlinear characteristics of its influence on pollution emission reduction. For a nonlinear model
in regression analysis, the entire sample is typically split into several subsamples for separate
regression to test the stability of coefficient estimates (Chen, 2003) [63]. To distinguish between
different subsamples, researchers generally have to first define the threshold value of an economic
variable using their subjective judgment and then split the sample into several subsamples based
on this subjective threshold value. The problem is that the results obtained in such a way are not
accurate, as neither parametric regression for the threshold value nor any test on its significance
can be used. Thus, according to the “threshold regression” method proposed by Hansen (1999),
this paper establishes a threshold model for nonlinear regression, to endogenously split the sample
into subsamples based on the intrinsic characteristics of the data, thus avoiding subjective biases [64].

The basic form of the Hansen threshold is:

yit = µi + β1Xit·I(qit ≤ γ) + β2Xit·I(qit > γ) + εit (11)

where the sample data can be expressed as {yit, xit, qit}i=1,··· ,N;t=1,··· ,T′ ; i, t respectively represent
individual and time; yit represents the explained variable; xit represents the explanatory variable;
qit represents the “threshold value” for sample splitting (also available as an explanatory variable);
γ represents the threshold value to be estimated; µi represents the unobserved characteristics of an
individual; εit ∼ a.i.d.N(0, δ2) represents the disturbing term; I(·) represents the indicator function,
i.e., if the expression in the brackets is true, it will be set to 1; otherwise, it will be set to 0.

This is followed by the nonlinear least squares (NLS) method to estimate both the threshold value
γ and parameter β, i.e., to minimize the sum of squares for residuals. If γ value is given, we can
assume zit1 ≡ xit·I(qit ≤ γ) and zit2 ≡ xit·I(qit > γ) and convert Formula (11) into a linear regression
model, i.e., yit = µit + β1zit1 + β2zit2 + εit; after that, we can employ the ordinary least squares (OLS)
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method to estimate β1(γ) and β2(γ), calculate the sum of squares for residuals SSR(γ), and select γ

to minimize SSR(γ). The ultimate obtained parameter estimator can be denoted by (β1(γ̂), β2(γ̂), γ̂).
The threshold model test is divided into a significance test on the threshold effect and an

authenticity test on threshold estimates. When it comes to testing the presence of the threshold
effect, we can test the original hypothesis H0 : β1 = β2. That is, the sum of squares for residuals
obtained with this restraint is denoted by SSR∗, and the sum of squares for residuals obtained without
such restraint is denoted by SSR(γ̂); furthermore, SSR∗ ≥ SSR(γ̂). This indicates that the higher the
value of [SSR∗ − SSR(γ̂)], the higher the tendency of rejecting the original hypothesis. If the original
hypothesis H0 : β1 = β2 holds true, there is no such threshold effect; if it can be rejected, there is a
threshold effect. The next step is to test the authenticity of the threshold value, i.e., to test H0 : γ = γ0;
then, the confidence interval of γ can be calculated by conducting a likelihood ratio test on the statistics
of LR(γ); LR(γ):

LR(γ) ≡
[
SSR(γ)− SSR(γ̂)/σ̂2

]
, where σ̂2 ≡ SSR(γ̂)

n(T − 1)
(12)

The above parameter estimation and significance test are both conducted with regard to the
single-threshold model. When a model uses two or more threshold values, it is necessary to extend the
model; for details, please refer to the description originally provided by Hansen (1999), as we will not
go into detail here.

4.2. Model Specifications

According to Formula (10) and in reference to the idea of Hansen’s threshold model (1999),
an econometric model is provided in the following threshold regression forms; i.e., in the threshold
regression model for specialized agglomeration and in the model for diversified agglomeration:

Model 1 : ln Zit = αi + β11MARit·I(qit ≥ γ1) + β12MARit·I(qit < γ1) + βnX + εit (13)

Model 2 : ln Zit = αi + β21 JCRit·I(qit ≥ γ2) + β22 JCRit·I(qit < γ2) + βnX + εit (14)

where Z represents the pollution emission load; MAR and JCR represent both specialized
agglomeration and diversified agglomeration, respectively; I(·) is the characteristic function;
qit represents the threshold variable; γi (i = 1, 2) represents the threshold value to be estimated;
X represents a group of other control variables influencing environmental pollution, mainly consisting
of FDI, environmental regulation, energy consumption, and technological progress.

4.3. Variable Selection and Data Declaration

The data of this paper is derived from the China City Statistical Yearbook, China Statistical
Yearbook for Regional Economy, and the statistical bulletins of the environment of various
prefecture-level cities from 2003 to 2016. Considering the unification and completeness of the data
scale and the administrative division adjustment of some prefecture-level cities, this paper ultimately
adopts 285 prefecture or higher-level cities in China as sample. All monetary aggregates have been
adjusted into comparable prices according to relevant price indices; 2003 is used as a base period.
See the variable declaration below:

1. Pollution emission (Z): To comprehensively reflect the overall status of environmental pollution,
this paper adopts the entropy method and constructs a comprehensive index of environmental
pollution. It selects three main industrial pollutants, i.e., sulfur dioxide, industrial waste
water, and industrial dust and measures these with their emissions per unit industrial
output, respectively.
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This paper uses a dimensionless method to process the original data:

pij =
xij −minxij

maxxij −minxij
(15)

where xij represents the original value of the jth industrial pollution index of the ith city (i = 1, 2, . . . , 285;
j = 1, 2, 3).

On processing with the dimensionless method, the data is shifted:

p′ ij = 1 + pij (16)

The proportion of the jth industrial pollution index of the ith city can be calculated with the
following formula:

ωij = p′ ij/∑ p′ ij (17)

The entropy and coefficient of variation of the jth industrial pollution index can be calculated
with the following formula, where m equals 285:

πj = −
1

ln m∑ ωij ln ωij, gj = 1− πj (18)

The weight of the jth industrial pollution index in the comprehensive evaluation can be calculated
with the following formula:

Wj = gj/∑ gj (19)

By simultaneously solving Formulas (15)–(18), we can obtain a comprehensive index of
industrial pollution:

Zi = ∑ Wjωij (20)

where Zi represents the comprehensive index of industrial pollution of the ith city; i.e., the higher
the value, the higher the degree of industrial pollution. Considering that China’s industries are
mainly distributed in municipalities that are directly under the central government, provincial capitals,
and municipalities with independent planning status, and that the scope of this paper is limited,
Table 1 only lists the comprehensive indices of industrial pollution of a subset of Chinese cities
during 2003–2016.

As can be preliminarily seen from the calculation results, first, during the investigation period,
the industrial pollution of eastern cities was noticeably more severe than that of central and
western cities, and the industrial pollution of municipalities directly under the central government,
provincial capitals, and municipalities with independent planning status was more severe than that of
prefecture-level cities. This basically matches the spatial layout of China’s industries during recent
years. Second, the overall industrial pollution of Chinese cities presented a trend of continuous
deterioration, as manifested in the constant increase of the comprehensive industrial pollution index of
the same city. To be specific, the industrial pollution deterioration rate of eastern cities was noticeably
higher than that of both central and western cities.

In 2008, the Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF) specified Shanghai and Baoding as experimental
units and launched the “low-carbon city” development demonstration project. In 2010, the government
of China (GOC) announced the low-carbon pilot work in the first five provinces and eight cities, including
the five provinces of Guangdong, Liaoning, Hubei, Shaanxi, and Yunnan and the eight cities of Tianjin,
Chongqing, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Hangzhou, Nanchang, Guiyang, and Baoding. In 2012, the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) announced the directory of the low-carbon experimental
units in a second group of 29 provinces and cities, including Beijing, Shanghai, Shijiazhuang, Suzhou,
Wuhan, Guangzhou, Kunming, Urumchi, etc. The two groups of low-carbon experimental units include
42 provinces and cities in total, the population of which accounts for about 40% of the Chinese population
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and the GDP accounts for about 60% of the total GDP of China. Low-carbon experimental units have
basically been expanded nationwide. According to the requirements of low-carbon experimental work for
provinces and cities, the experimental cities conducted the following work: formulating and perfecting
green development planning, exploring and establishing a green development mechanism, strengthening
the adjustment of industrial structure to initialize an eco-friendly industrial system, establishing green
assessment and evaluation mechanisms, and establishing the concept of green consumption and green
life. All experimental cities conducted a series of experimental explorations in combination with their
own characteristics. For example, Baoding proposed the concept of the “Electricity Valley of China”,
and created seven large industrial parks for photovoltaic power system, wind power, electric transmission
and transformation equipment, new-type energy storage, energy efficiency, power electronic devices,
electric power automation, and power software, thus effectively promoting the integration of industrial
development and low-carbon cities. Suzhou implemented industrial pollution control in the Taihu
Lake Basin, positively promoting and standardizing the development of the technology-based tertiary
industry. Furthermore, Suzhou conducted energy-saving audits on key units, using energy to explore
their energy-saving potential.

Table 1. The comprehensive index of industrial pollution of provincial capitals and municipalities in
China (2002–2016) (Unit: 10−4).

City 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Eastern

Beijing 3.514 3.530 3.530 3.527 3.527 3.552 3.624 4.052 3.634 3.765 3.805 3.654 3.604 3.712
Tianjing 3.460 3.454 3.474 3.452 3.549 3.537 3.525 3.642 3.625 3.634 3.711 3.745 3.698 3.701

Shijiazhuang 3.550 3.546 3.607 3.527 3.515 3.494 3.543 3.569 3.587 3.656 3.698 3.723 3.775 3.680
Shanghai 3.462 3.456 3.497 3.586 3.451 3.434 3.526 3.438 3.424 3.534 3.554 3.512 3.576 3.587
Nanjing 3.460 3.470 3.456 3.450 3.544 3.593 3.526 3.540 3.627 3.612 3.646 3.668 3.704 3.721

Hangzhou 3.494 3.457 3.464 3.485 3.547 3.590 3.530 3.573 3.626 3.676 3.878 3.770 3.786 3.801
Fuzhou 3.443 3.444 3.466 3.451 3.435 3.510 3.626 3.480 3.495 3.454 3.502 3.487 3.465 3.477

Jinan 3.444 3.445 3.460 3.438 3.477 3.484 3.485 3.490 3.491 3.521 3.765 3.832 3.778 3.732
Guangzhou 3.436 3.437 3.452 3.463 3.455 3.485 3.485 3.461 3.465 3.468 3.487 3.478 3.460 3.475

Haikou 3.425 3.426 3.424 3.425 3.429 3.425 3.423 3.452 3.464 3.443 3.455 3.436 3.455 3.467
Xiamen 3.442 3.406 3.413 3.414 3.414 3.418 3.434 3.452 3.457 3.423 3.412 3.445 3.466 3.454

Shenzhen 3.417 3.428 3.457 3.456 3.467 3.476 3.484 3.440 3.525 3.576 3.609 3.654 3.723 3.698
Ningbo 3.460 3.470 3.479 3.494 3.492 3.510 3.527 3.547 3.542 3.676 3.687 3.667 3.688 3.701

Qingdao 3.460 3.467 3.481 3.484 3.485 3.494 3.507 3.519 3.528 3.523 3.512 3.498 3.489 3.523

middle

Hefei 3.445 3.444 3.443 3.438 3.480 3.463 3.476 3.572 3.528 3.565 3.623 3.674 3.711 3.689
Nanchang 3.459 3.458 3.463 3.464 3.443 3.485 3.488 3.637 3.627 3.703 3.843 3.777 3.812 3.798
Zhenzhou 3.420 3.436 3.439 3.443 3.437 3.450 3.453 3.496 3.498 3.502 3.487 3.512 3.633 3.611

Wuhan 3.433 3.449 3.457 3.451 3.444 3.456 3.457 3.451 3.467 3.476 3.465 3.502 3.476 3.489
Changsha 3.423 3.437 3.437 3.459 3.468 3.450 3.460 3.457 3.466 3.457 3.465 3.487 3.521 3.499

western

Nanning 3.402 3.402 3.420 3.425 3.472 3.435 3.444 3.498 3.507 3.487 3.445 3.465 3.460 3.453
Chongqing 3.412 3.413 3.460 3.455 3.428 3.466 3.466 3.424 3.433 3.456 3.445 3.458 3.487 3.490
Chengdu 3.507 3.513 3.523 3.486 3.452 3.469 3.424 3.468 3.466 3.509 3.521 3.565 3.556 3.590
Guiyang 3.418 3.436 3.474 3.467 3.472 3.449 3.424 3.455 3.465 3.443 3.487 3.523 3.532 3.509
Kunming 3.440 3.439 3.449 3.440 3.445 3.426 3.425 3.442 3.425 3.421 3.454 3.434 3.427 3.443

Xian 3.412 3.414 3.422 3.428 3.422 3.429 3.435 3.434 3.426 3.423 3.434 3.467 3.504 3.532
Lanzhou 3.427 3.430 3.434 3.442 3.442 3.441 3.445 3.441 3.457 3.476 3.565 3.553 3.490 3.521
Xining 3.401 3.406 3.428 3.435 3.432 3.432 3.446 3.456 3.452 3.456 3.476 3.450 3.456 3.476

Yinchuan 3.400 3.418 3.416 3.414 3.420 3.431 3.446 3.457 3.486 3.432 3.443 3.457 3.508 3.512
Wulumiqi 3.463 3.466 3.506 3.459 3.464 3.446 3.444 3.444 3.464 3.444 3.465 3.454 3.456 3.465
Huhehaote 3.493 3.488 3.523 3.466 3.456 3.449 3.428 3.448 3.458 3.465 3.454 3.498 3.477 3.478

Northeast

Shenyang 3.440 3.476 3.591 3.468 3.455 3.462 3.465 3.471 3.526 3.656 3.876 3.890 3.901 4.003
Changchun 3.456 3.437 3.478 3.455 3.458 3.437 3.426 3.447 3.426 3.498 3.554 3.598 3.612 3.598
Haerbing 3.463 3.451 3.511 3.459 3.457 3.433 3.424 3.459 3.427 3.434 3.446 3.501 3.512 3.498

Dalian 3.493 3.490 3.511 3.563 3.558 3.538 3.537 3.544 3.547 3.534 3.521 3.509 3.522 3.512
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2. Agglomeration level: For convenience of measurement, this paper divides industrial agglomeration
into specialized and diversified agglomeration. In published studies, location quotient (LQ) index,
revealed comparative advantage (RCA) index, and Krugman specialization index (KSI) index
are typically used to measure both the regional distribution and regional specialization level of
industries. This paper adopts the KSI index to measure the specialization level of cities, i.e.,

MARr = ∑I
i=1

∣∣∣∣ Li,r

Lr
− Li

L

∣∣∣∣ (21)

where r represents the city; i represents the industry; L represents the employment figure. MARr has a
range of 0–2 and, the higher the index, the more prominent the specialization level of a city will be;
MARr = 0 indicates that the industrial structure of city r is completely consistent with the industrial
structure of the country.

The reciprocal of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is frequently used to measure the
diversification level. The diversification index at the city level can be expressed as:

JACr = 1/∑I
i=1 (Li,r/Lr)

2 (22)

The letters in Formula (22) have the same meaning as those in MARr. A higher diversification
index (i.e., a lower HHI) suggests that the industrial development of the city is relatively scattered and
has a significant diversification characteristic.

3. Control variables: Technological progress (TECH)—measured by the proportion of R&D input
in GDP. Technological progress follows a close relationship with environmental pollution
and can increase both the energy utilization and production efficiency of an enterprise and
promote its emission reduction; however, technological progress may also worsen environmental
pollution due to an expansion of production scale. Industrial structure (CONS)—measured
by the proportion of the added value of the secondary industry in GDP. The industrial
structure determines the types and degrees of pollutants, and industries constitute a major
pollution-causing industrial category; the higher the proportion of industries, the more severe
the pollution will be. Foreign direct investment (FDI)—measured by the proportion of the
amount of FDI actually utilized in GDP and valuated in RMB via conversion according to the
central parity rates of the respective years. FDI influences the environmental quality of the host
country mainly via the scale effect, the structural effect, and the technological progress effect.
Environmental regulation (ER): Published studies have suggested that the increase of the inputs
by the government in environmental control and protection necessarily increases the emission
cost for enterprises, which prompts enterprises to conduct green technological innovation and
thus helps to reduce pollution emission. The environmental regulation of a region is measured by
its total investment in industrial pollution control. Energy intensity (EI): Energy consumption
(e.g., coal consumption) is the direct cause of SO2 emission and the emission of other pollutants.
Due to the unavailability of data regarding the energy consumption of prefecture-level cities,
this paper adopts a ratio between annual industrial power consumption and regional GDP
as a proxy variable of energy intensity. The economic development level is measured by per
capita GDP (pGDP). Pollution emission is closely related to the stages of economic development.
When the level of economic development is relatively low, pursuing the goal of economic growth
results in more pollution emission; when the economic development level is relatively high,
residents have higher requirements regarding environmental quality, pollution control funds are
more sufficient, and environmental quality can be improved to some extent. The result of the
descriptive statistics of the variables is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Result of the descriptive statistics of variables.

Variable The Mean The Maximum The Minimum The Standard Deviation

Ln(TECH) −3.3943 −2.2576 −4.1209 −4.1264
Ln(pGDP) 10.3543 12.1876 7.9832 9.8987

Ln(FDI) −3.5245 −2.8145 −4.4740 −3.9086
Ln(ER) 16.2165 17.0876 13.8861 13.1983
Ln(EI) −3.4624 −2.5487 −4.6968 −4.1576

Ln(CONS) 3.8875 2.7546 4.5209 2.4456
Ln(MAR) −6.8654 0.3365 −1.9451 −1.5987
Ln(JAC) 1.2879 2.3687 −2.3411 0.7713

5. Panel Threshold Regression and Result Analysis

5.1. Testing the Threshold Effect

According to the principles of the threshold regression model, the threshold variable can either
be an explanatory variable of the model, or any other independent variable. Menzel and Fornahl
(2009) pointed out that both the evolution and development of industrial agglomeration can be
measured in two dimensions: “quantity” and “quality”. To be specific, “quantity” refers to the
enterprise quantity and employment figure in a cluster [65]; “quality” refers to the diversification
of knowledge and technology in a cluster. With regard to the difficulty in measuring the dimension
of “quality”, this paper uses the dimension of “quantity” to select an index with which to measure
the transition of agglomeration development stages. According to the theory of spatial economics,
new enterprises choose to be located in cities to create the effect of agglomeration economies;
consequently, with a continuous increase of the number of enterprises, cities develop on an increasingly
larger scale. Thus, industrial agglomeration is the main driver behind the emergence and development
of cities and determines the scale of cities (Au, 2006) [66]. Therefore, this paper uses city scale as an
external manifestation of the evolution of stages of industrial agglomeration development, and thus
adopts the urban population as a threshold variable. Following that, it conducts a significance test on
single-threshold, double-threshold, and three-threshold models; see results in Table 3.

Table 3. Threshold effect and test result.

Model 1 Model 2

Test of Threshold LR Testing Statistic Threshold Value LR Testing Statistic Threshold Value

single-threshold 97.4543 5.5454 *** 105.4401 5.0120 ***
double-threshold 34.0494 5.7576 54.7656 5.5983 ***
three-threshold 14.1933 6.4129 33.9842 5.9073 **

Note: *, **, *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

As shown in Table 3, Model 1 passed the single-threshold test, and city scale had only one
threshold value, i.e., 5.5454; the samples were endogenously classified into two groups. Model 2
passed the three-threshold test and city scale had three threshold values, i.e., 5.0120, 5.5983, and 5.9073;
the samples could be classified into four groups.

5.2. Results of the Panel Threshold Regression

Table 4 reports the regression results of the panel threshold model. In Model 1,
a “U-shaped” relationship was found between specialized agglomeration and environmental pollution,
suggesting that the former first mitigated and then worsened environmental pollution. Some studies
have also pointed out that the impact of agglomeration on environmental pollution is not simply linear,
but has obvious non-linear characteristics (Qin and Wu, 2015; Xu and Lin, 2015) [67,68]. He and Wang
(2012) believed that manufacturing agglomeration affects environmental pollution not only through
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agglomeration effects but also through congestion outcomes [69]. Vernon (2003) found that there
is an optimal level of urbanization or urban concentration, in terms of maximizing environmental
productivity growth [70]. However, due to the differences in agglomeration definition and index
selection, the trend of u-shaped curve shows different characteristics.

Table 4. Result of the threshold regression model.

Variable Model 1 Variable Model 2 Variable Two-Step GMM

ln MAR(ln cp ≤ 5.5454) −0.1127 ***
(−4.65) ln JAC(ln cp ≤ 5.0120) −1.1660 ***

(−3.67) ln MAR −0.1832
(−0.12)

ln MAR(ln cp ≥ 5.5454) 0.0537 ***
(3.98) ln JAC(5.0120 < Lncp ≤ 5.5983) −0.1432 ***

(−4.03) ln JAC −0.0983 ***
(−3.77)

ln cons 0.2012 ***
(5.01) ln JAC(5.5983 < Lncp ≤ 5.9037) −0.5456 ***

(−3.87) ln cons 0.1723 ***
(4.67)

ln tech −0.1432
(−0.23) ln JAC(Lncp > 5.9037) 0.0676 ***

(5.21) ln tech 0.1231
(0.21)

ln f di −0.0786 ***
(−4.45) ln cons 0.1654 ***

(4.24) ln f di −0.0545 ***
(−3.65)

ln er 0.0453 **
(2.17) ln tech −0.1129

(−0.04) ln er 0.2754 ***
(3.80)

ln gdp 0.1832 ***
(4.56) ln f di −0.0575 ***

(−3.99) ln gdp 0.0876 ***
(4.21)

ln ei 0.2760 ***
(5.54) ln er 0.0398 **

(4.09) ln ei 0.1983 ***
(4.43)

cons tan t −0.1832 ***
(−3.87) ln gdp 0.1553 ***

(4.87) cons tan t −0.0934 ***
(−4.65)

R2 0.8201 ln ei 0.2343 ***
(3.88) R2 0.7898

cons tan t −0.1654 ***
(−4.21)

R2 0.8056

Note: *, **, *** represent significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively; the square brackets are t statistics.

A turning point occurred when the urban population reached 2,560,569 persons (lncitypop = 5.5454,
citypop = e5.5454 = 2,560,569 persons, the same below). When the urban population remained below
2,560,569 persons, specialized agglomeration still remained at the stage of initial formation or growth,
which was conducive for the reduction of pollution emission, with an influencing coefficient of
−0.1127; when the urban population exceeded the threshold value of 2,560,569 persons, specialized
agglomeration continuously expanded and evolved until the stage of maturation or recession was
reached, in which case the influence coefficient on environmental pollution changed to 0.0537.
The results indicated that with the continuous expansion of the agglomeration scale, the congestion
effect of specialized agglomeration exceeded the agglomeration effect and pollution emission increased.
The classification of specific cities of China according to the threshold value is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The classification of cities whose urban population is beyond the threshold.

Urban Pop Region List of the Cities

p ≥ 256, 056, 9

eastern Beijing M, Shanghai M, Guangzhou C, Shenzhen, Tianjin M, Dongguan, Nanjing C,
Hangzhou C, Qingdao, Jinan C, Xiamen, Suzhou, Ningbo, Shantou, Shijiazhuang C

middle Wuhan C, Zhenzhou C, Hefei C, Taiyuan C, Changsha C, Nanchang C

western Chengdu C, Xian C, Kunming C, Nanning C, Wulumuqi C, Guiyang C, Chongqing M

northeast Shenyang C, Haerbin C, Changchun C, Dalian

Note: M represents municipalities; C represents provincial capitals.

This is because, first, during the development process of specialized agglomeration from
formation through growth to maturation, resources allocation is continuously optimized in a cluster;
the knowledge and technology spillover resulting from manufacturing agglomerations can promote
technological progress. This may stimulate enterprises in agglomeration regions to adopt more
advanced, environmentally friendly production technologies, which can effectively reduce pollutant
emissions (Baomin et al., 2012; Pessoa, 2014; Galliano et al., 2015) [71–73]. Second, the production
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activities of the same industry within a specialized cluster typically generate the same or similar
pollutants; therefore, public pollution control facilities can realize specialized operations and create
a scale effect (Berliant, 2013; Costantini, 2014) [74,75]. Third, the scale effect of manufacturing
agglomeration can increase residential income and fiscal revenue through improved regional
labor productivity. Residents in manufacturing agglomeration regions may have more strict
environmental requirements in their local areas, thereby forcing the government to adopt more
stringent environmental regulations and invest more in environmental pollution control (Jie, 2006,
Han, 2018) [76,77]. In this case, the agglomeration effect of specialized agglomeration plays a dominant
role and enhances its positive environmental externalities.

However, the resources-bearing capacity of a cluster is not infinitely expandable.
When agglomeration reaches such a scale where the enterprise quantity within the cluster tends
to be saturated; further expansion will result in a shortage of resources supply within the cluster,
in which case the “congestion effect” will begin to seize a dominant role (Peng, 2017) [78]. In this case,
the scale of the cluster is approximate to its extreme value and the constantly expanded production scale
inevitably causes further pollution. When public pollution control facilities gradually become scarce
resources, and induce excessive competition among enterprises, these enterprises will have to bear an
increasingly increasing pollution control cost, which will further increase the behavior of “emission
without a permit” or “emission beyond the limit allowed by the permit”. To survive, enterprises are
more likely to increase their input in product innovation; however, low-carbon innovation activities are
extremely likely to be ceased due to a shortage of funds. Thus, the positive environmental externalities
of specialized agglomeration will gradually be counterbalanced by their negative environmental
externalities (Xu and Lin, 2015) [79]. Lastly, it is difficult to induce the knowledge and technology
spillover effects because in many cases, Chinese manufacturing agglomeration is guided and promoted
by the government, and not by the market. The intense and low-level homogeneous competition of
similar manufacturing enterprises in the same area leads to redundant construction, blind investment,
and energy waste (Cheng, 2016) [51]. These manifest as a transition of their influence on environmental
pollution from a mitigation effect into deterioration.

The staged characteristics of the evolution of diversified agglomeration exert a more complex
influence on environmental pollution. As indicated by the results of Model 2, the estimation coefficients
of the diversified agglomeration index for the four groups of subsamples differed significantly.
When citypop ≤ 1,502,048 persons, both diversified agglomeration and environmental pollution had a
negative correlation, with an influencing coefficient of −1.1660. When 1,502,048 persons < citypop
≤ 2,699,670 persons, diversified agglomeration still exerted an inhibitory effect on environmental
pollution; however, the influencing coefficient changed to −0.1432. When the urban population
exceeded the second threshold value and ranged within the interval of (2,699,670, 3,677,119),
the inhibitory effect of diversified agglomeration for environmental pollution rebounded significantly,
with an influencing coefficient of −0.5456. When citypop > 3,677,119 persons, the direction of
the influence of diversified agglomeration on environmental pollution experienced a “sudden
change”—from an inhibitory effect to a promoting effect—and the influence coefficient was 0.0676.
The classification of specific cities in China according to the threshold value is shown in Table 6.

When the city scale is relatively small and diversified agglomeration is in the initial formation
stage, a relatively small production scale indicates a relatively low pollution emission level. In this
case, basic pollution control facilities or environmental protection enterprises that have already
settled in the cluster are sufficient to meet the demands of pollution control. The first batch of
settlers in the cluster usually obtain the first-mover advantage and consequently, excess profit,
making the cluster highly attractive to external manufacturers. With the continuous increase of
enterprise quantity of different industries and the accelerated expansion of diversified agglomeration
within the cluster, an agglomeration effect gradually emerges. At this stage, diversified agglomeration
still has positive environmental externalities. The increasingly frequent inter-enterprise exchange and
technical cooperation promotes knowledge spillover. Ciccone (2002) points out that the cross-industry
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knowledge spillover effect is often the main stimulant of major innovations [15]. This explains why the
technological innovation efficiency of this stage increases significantly. However, the expansion of the
production scale is inevitably accompanied by an increase of pollution emission load; the transformation
of technological innovation achievements also has a specific time lag, which, in combination with
the possible “rebound effect” of technological progress (i.e., technological progress usually expands
production scale, thus indirectly driving the increase of energy consumption), results in uncertainties
of energy conservation and an emission reduction effect of technological progress (Khazzoom, 1980;
Lin, 2016) [80,81]. Due to the combined action of these factors, the positive influence of diversified
agglomeration on emission reduction is significantly weakened during this stage.

Table 6. The classification of cities whose urban population is beyond the minimum threshold.

Urban Pop Region List of the Cities

p ≥ 3, 677, 119

eastern Shanghai M, Beijing M, Guangzhou C, Shenzhen, Tianjin M, Dongguan,
Nanjing C, Hangzhou C, Qingdao

middle Wuhan C, Zhenzhou C, Hefei C, Taiyuan C

western Chongqing M, Chengdu C, Xian C, Kunming C

northeast Shenyang C, Haerdin C

2, 699, 670 ≤ p < 3, 677, 119

eastern Jinan C, Xiamen, Suzhou, Ningbo, Shijiazhuang C

middle Changsha C, Nanchang C

western Nanning C, Wulumuqi C

northeast Changchun C, Dalian

1, 502, 048 ≤ p < 2, 699, 670

eastern
Shantou, Wuxi, Fuzhou C, Foshan, Linyi, Wenzhou, Tangshan, Huizhou,
Changzhou, Handan, Zhuhai, Xuzhou, Yantan, Zibo, Nantong, Huaian,
Baoding, Jining, Haikou C, Shaoxing

middle Luoyang, Nanyang, Ganzhou
western Guiyang C, Lanzhou C, Huhehaote C, Baotou, Yinchuang C, Liuzhou

northeast —

Note: M represents municipalities, C represents provincial capitals.

With further expansion of the scale of diversified agglomeration, excess profit generated
by the agglomeration effect gradually decreases, the increase of enterprise quantity slows,
the agglomeration scale tends to stabilize, and pollution emission load converges within a certain
range. First, after high-efficiency technological innovation and accumulation of the previous stage,
the cluster now features some relatively mature and advanced technologies, including clean production
and pollution control. Second, relying on long-term development, the cluster now develops its own
specialized environmental protection industries, which can conduct specialized pollution control and
significantly increase efficiency. Finally, a symbiotic state exists among different types of enterprises
within the cluster, which creates a closed material flow and realizes waste recycling.

With gradual saturation of the cluster capacity, there will be a series of negative externalities,
such as increasing labor cost, scarcity of land resources, and increase of environmental pollution
(Ozawa and Phelps, 2003) [82]. Due to strong competition for limited resources, existing enterprises
that have agglomerated in the cluster will try to prevent the entry and growth of novel enterprises to
avoid any further expansion of the cluster scale. Such a self-blocking mechanism also prevents the
entry of new technologies and new knowledge, and locks cluster structure, knowledge spillover,
and technological innovation on established paths (Martin and Sunley, 2006) [83]; as a result,
the diversified agglomeration gradually moves towards recession. In such a case, the negative
environmental externalities of diversified agglomeration eventually offset positive environmental
externalities, resulting in the deterioration of environmental quality.

As indicated by the test results of other control variables in Model 1 and Model 2, the coefficients
of industrial structure were all positive and significant at a level of 1%, suggesting that industrial
output results in relatively significant resources and environmental consumption. The higher the
share of industries in the industrial structure, the more severe the status of environmental pollution
will be (Wu et al., 2012) [84]. This is closely related to the dependence of China’s urbanization of
industrialization in recent years. The estimation coefficients of technological progress were negative but
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not significant, suggesting that a pollution control effect was not obvious. On one hand, this is because
applications of the technological progress follow a certain time lag, which results in a relatively long
cycle of emission reduction; on the other hand, this is possibly also because investment in technological
progress mainly flows into fields in which a significant economic growth can be achieved instead
of into the field of environmental protection. The estimation coefficients of FDI were negative and
significant at the level of 1%, suggesting that the “Pollution Haven Hypothesis” is not applicable in Chin
(Wang, 2014; Pazienza, 2015) [85,86]. Foreign enterprises usually have both more advanced production
and pollution treatment technologies; consequently, with regard to environmental protection standards,
they tend to implement the standards of their country of origin. Furthermore, to build their image in
the Chinese market, they pay closer attention to both corporate social responsibility and cooperative
emission reduction, which creates a “pollution halo effect” and improves the overall environmental
status of China. The influencing coefficient of environmental regulation on environmental pollution
followed a significantly positive trend, suggesting that environmental regulation did not improve
the status of environmental pollution in China, which is inconsistent with the theoretical expectation.
To some extent, this reflects the imperfection of the existing environmental regulation system in China.
In fact, the intensity of environmental regulation is generally low and, despite repeated prohibitions,
an increasing number of enterprises engage in “emission without a permit” or “emission beyond the
limit allowed by the permit” in various regions across the country; therefore, environmental regulation
did not effectively promote pollution emission reduction (Feng, 2018) [87]. The estimation coefficients
of the economic development level were negative and were all significant at the level of 1%, suggesting
that, with the development of the Chinese economy, the government had sufficient financial resources
to conduct environmental pollution control. This furthermore suggests that the Chinese people were
imposing increasingly higher requirements on environmental quality. The structure coefficient of
energy consumption was significantly positive, which suggests that China’s energy consumption
was based on coal and other fossil fuels and that the different types of pollutants generated by the
combustion of fossil fuels posed severe threats to environmental quality (Fan, 2014) [88].

Furthermore, this paper incorporates specialized agglomeration and diversified agglomeration
into a unified regression model, and adopts the two-step generalized method of moments (GMM)
to investigate the influence of different agglomeration modes on pollution emission. In terms of the
industrial agglomeration indices addressed by this study, a negative correlation was found between
specialized agglomeration and environmental pollution; however, this did not pass the significance
test, meaning that specialized agglomeration did not effectively bring its emission reduction effect
into play.

The reason for this is that specialized agglomeration in China can mainly be classified into two
types: The first is dominated by one or several large state-owned enterprises. Due to their monopoly,
they have a general lack of innovation incentives. Relying on their relatively strong market power,
they can easily create a counterbalance to the government, while local governments, possibly driven by
interests, may relax environmental regulations over these enterprises and indulge in pollution-related
behaviors. The other type is mainly constituted of homogeneous small and medium-sized enterprises
and is based on processing trade and OEM production for foreign enterprises. These enterprises
are typically close to each other and can easily imitate each other; however, they lack extensive
backward and forward connections. The “crowding of small and medium-sized enterprises” is not an
industrial agglomeration in the real sense; in contrast, it leads to repeated construction, excess capacity,
and excessive energy consumption.

A negative correlation was also found between diversified agglomeration and environmental
pollution and it was significant at the significance level of 1%, with an influence coefficient of −0.0983.
This suggests that diversified agglomeration offered an effective way to promote pollution emission
reduction. Diversified agglomeration is better at fully allowing the competition effect and market laws
to play a dominant role in resource allocation. To enhance their competitiveness, enterprises exert
great efforts to reduce their energy consumption and marginal pollution control cost; furthermore,
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intense competition drives these companies to ally and cooperate with each other. As a result,
the inter-enterprise spillover of environmental technology becomes more significant, greatly increasing
the efficiency of environmental innovation, and effectively lowering innovation risks.

6. Conclusions

Referring to the Copeland-Taylor model, this paper deduces a theoretical model to investigate the
influencing mechanism of industrial agglomeration on environmental pollution. Based on this model,
this paper introduces panel data of 285 prefecture-level cities in China during 2003–2016, distinguishes
between specialized and diversified agglomeration, and adopts the threshold regression method to
investigate the differentiated influence of the transition of agglomeration development stages on
pollution emission reduction from the perspective of a dynamic evolution of industrial agglomeration.

The study finds the following: First, there was a “U-shaped” relationship between specialized
agglomeration and environmental pollution. When specialized agglomeration was at the stage
of formation or growth, it was conducive to pollution emission reduction. When specialized
agglomeration further evolved and expanded and when the congestion effect outweighed the
agglomeration effect, positive environmental externalities of specialized agglomeration were
gradually offset by negative environmental externalities. Second, the staged evolution of diversified
agglomeration exerts a more complex influence on environmental pollution. During the initial
formation of the agglomeration, a relatively small production scale indicates relatively low pollution
emission levels. Then, the accelerated expansion of agglomeration scale results in a significant increase
of the pollution emission load. Combined with the possible “rebound effect” of technological progress
and despite its positive environmental externalities, its emission reduction effect is significantly
weakened. While the agglomeration scale tends toward stabilization and under the combined
action of mature technology, specialized environmental protection industries, and diversified
inter-industry material circulation system, the inhibitory effect of diversified agglomeration for
pollution is furthermore introduced. Finally, when the capacity of a cluster gradually saturates,
outdated technology and rigid structures will lock agglomeration onto established development
paths, and the recession of diversified agglomeration will induce the deterioration of environmental
quality. Third, in summary, the role of specialized agglomeration in mitigating environmental
pollution is not significant in China, and the “crowding of small and medium-sized enterprises”
is not an industrial agglomeration in the real sense. In contrast, this leads to repeated construction,
excess capacity, and excessive energy consumption; diversified agglomeration accelerates both the
inter-industry and inter-enterprise spillover of environmental technology, increases the efficiency of
environmental innovation and thus, promotes pollution emission reduction. From a perspective of
environmental protection, the development mode of diversified agglomeration is superior to that of
specialized agglomeration.

The implications of this paper are as follows: No contradiction exists between energetically
increasing the density of the urban economy and promoting the spatial concentration of economic
activities on one hand, while effectively protecting ecological environment on the other hand.
In contrast, moderate spatial agglomeration degrees and suitable agglomeration modes of economic
activities are conducive for the reduction of pollution emission. The industrial growth pole strategy
currently implemented in China should follow the concept of green development, and differentiated
agglomeration policies should be formulated with regard to various growth poles according to
different stages of industrial agglomeration; consequently, this will lead to a full utilization of
the “self-purification” effect of specialized agglomeration and diversified agglomeration for energy
conservation and emission reduction and realize a harmonious unification between industrial scale
growth and environmental protection. Furthermore, it is worth noting that bilateral interactions exist
between the emission reduction effect and city scale evolution, with staged characteristics, and that
efforts should be made towards creating a dynamic correlation monitoring system for both urban
economic density and pollution data; defining economic density and pollution thresholds; creating an
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interactive early warning mechanism for the spatial distribution of both economic activities and
pollution; fully utilizing the emission reduction effect of industrial agglomeration; and mitigating the
pollution caused by the agglomeration of economic activities through industrial structure upgrading,
environmental regulation intensification, continuous opening-up, and technological innovation.

During the development of new industrialization in China, the relationships between
agglomeration, efficiency, and environment should be weighed and balanced. Industrial agglomeration
is not contradictory to environmental pollution. Rational agglomeration degrees and agglomeration
modes are favorable for popularization and the application of new technology, highly efficient resource
utilization, and the cooperative governance of pollution. In contrast, if enterprises are relocated
blindly to economically less-developed regions to force enterprises to develop in a decentralized
manner, this will lower agglomeration efficiency and consequently increase environmental costs.
This means that the existing household registration policy imposes restrictions on migration to large
cities. The construction land index distribution policy, which is inclined to the hinterland small and
medium-sized cities and towns, distorts the industrial space layout. Moreover, both are unfavorable to
the realization of the goal of energy conservation and emission reduction. Based on this understanding,
the following policy suggestions are provided:

Firstly, the industrial space layout should be optimized under the guidance of the idea of green
development. The existing official promotion tournament system focuses excessive attention on
GDP growth, which prompts government officials to only emphasize the number of enterprises and
the scales of enterprises in the area under their jurisdiction, not considering whether the industry
conforms to comparative advantages and industrial layout of the area. This situation leads to enterprise
agglomeration, excess production capacity, and over-consumption of energy. Under the premise of
establishing a dynamic monitoring and early warning system of economic density and pollution
emission, a policy of integrating points and spheres should be adopted. The aim will be to continue to
promote the development of small towns, while trying to promote the trans-regional reconfiguration
of production factors as well as promoting the agglomeration of resources in coastal areas and regional
central cities. Regional industrial space structures with reasonable layout, close link, and coordinated
development will then be formed to fully achieve the energy conservation and emission reduction
effects of agglomeration.

Secondly, a dynamic method should be adopted to handle the relationship between industrial
agglomeration and environmental pollution. According to agglomeration degrees and characteristics
of the stage of industrial development, differentiated policies of agglomeration should be adopted.
Small cities lie at the left end of the U-shape curve of specialized agglomeration and environmental
pollution, and have a significant specialized agglomeration pollution effect. Therefore, this should
emphasize the emission reduction effect of specialized agglomeration, improve the city’s specialization
level, and expand both market potential and city size. Moreover, it should orientate the direction
development of leading (key) industries in a region based on the local industrial base, thus encouraging
the agglomeration of enterprises with the same industry in geographic locations. In addition,
it should actively extend upstream and downstream of the industrial chain centering on the leading
industry to increase high value-added links. Large cities lie at the right end of the U-shape curve
of specialized agglomeration and environmental pollution, where the specialized agglomeration
emission reduction effect is diminished; furthermore, a significant diversified agglomeration emission
reduction effect appears. Therefore, mass production is not suitable for large cities. Industrial diversity
should be encouraged, emphasizing the advantages of diversified agglomeration emission reduction,
providing favorable diversified industrial development environment, perfecting infrastructure and
effective public service, and activating the environmental technology spillover between industries and
enterprises to improve green innovation efficiency.

Thirdly, industrial agglomeration transformation and upgradation is an important approach to
pollution control. Industrial agglomeration follows a life cycle of its own development. When the
agglomeration degree reaches a higher level, crowding, pollution, and high cost of scarce resources will
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lead to agglomeration dispersion or dying out. Under these circumstances, industrial agglomeration
transformation and upgrading is essential in increasing the economic benefit and lessening
the crowding effect. Industrial agglomeration transformation and upgrading can be done by
raising the level of local industry and transferring the gradient space of pollution industry to
improve environmental efficiency, realize the transformation of the regional economic growth mode,
and fundamentally reduce the production of pollution.

Fourthly, importance should be attached to the influence conveyed by pollution industry transfer,
technological advance, environmental regulation, and the policy of opening to the outside world on
energy conservation and emission reduction. Industrial transfer from the east to the west is encouraged.
Furthermore, corresponding conditions of industry screening and environmental-protection investigation
should be defined. For industries that can cause pollution, the regions from which these industries are
transferred should provide corresponding eco-compensation and environmental protection technology
support for regions to which the industries are transferred. In future, China should increase investment
for environmental protection and show a negative attitude toward technologies that only increase
labor productivity but fail to lead to more environmentally-friendly productive processes and pollution
treatment. It should also further strengthen environmental legislation and law enforcement efforts,
and gradually improve environmental regulations in support of the development of the environmental
protection industry. Moreover, it should further open its doors to international industries that offer a
more-advanced concept of environmental protection and environmental technologies, as well as capital.
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